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+61359779990 - https://pepespizza.com.au/#!pg=2&n=VeganPizza

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Pepe's Pizza from Somerville. Currently, there are 12
menus and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Pepe's Pizza:
the satay chicken pizza was the best pizza I ever had. perfect ratio of ingredients, the most delicious basic that

leave no oil on my finger, as I ate. happy. so much taste, a complete joy at her taste buds. the hawaiian was very
nice. I would have preferred a shredded ham for the complete ham ananas pizza nostalgia. cooked so well. great

portions. freezes and heats well. Definitively a company to support and work th... read more. What whiskers
doesn't like about Pepe's Pizza:

Ordered a vegan pizza from here after it had changed owners. Double checked that it had vegan cheese when I
picked it up- they assured me that it had vegan cheese. Checked it when I got to my car and realised that they

had used dairy cheese! I took the pizza back and they made me a new one with vegan cheese. Pizza was pretty
average and would not trust them again with the cheese. Won’t be returning. Updated from prev... read more. In

Pepe's Pizza in Somerville, they prepare delicious pizza using a traditional method, served straight out of the
oven, and you can look forward to authentic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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